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The compilation synthesis of speech based

on clipped signals is founded on a detai-

led analysis of the mutual position of ze—

ros of a speech signa1.The information

used for the synthesis of speech is ex-

tracted from the speech signals of a defi-

nite speaker.Different minimal items are
used for the compilation synthesis — words,

sFllabels,segments,phonemes.The best diver-

$1ty of synthesized speech is achieved

with tiny items,such as syllabels,segments,

Phonemes.To obtain high quality synthesized

Speech it is necessary to do the following

spreparatory work: define the stressed vo-

wel of the word; define the prosodic fea—

tures; define the syntactic stress.The pre-

paratory work with the original text is

carried out according to the syntactical,

grammatical and phonetical rules of the

Russian language.
As the pronunciation of a separate letter

in the Russian language depends not only

on the surroundings but also on its rela—

tional position to the stressed vowel, it

is necessary to single out,in the original
text,groups of words having similar stres-

ses.Such a group of words corresponds in

oral speech to a phonetic word.We call it

a Stressed group.To single out these stres—

sed groups and to define the stressed vo-

wel in them we must prepare the following

starting data:

1Multitude C of permanent components of a

Word form,where c(i) is an element of multi-

tude C.A permanent component is understood
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as a most frequent beginning of the gram-

matical forms of the given word.Each ele-

ment c(i) is put into correspondence with

the number of the stressed vowel of the

word (or with the number zero if the num-

ber of the stressed vowel changes at chan-

ges of the word form) and with a reference

to the reciprocal element of the multitude

v,described below.
2.Mu1titude V that consists of variable

components of the form of a word.A variab]

component of a word form is understood as

a complex of all parts of a word form af-

ter depriving it of its permanent compo-

nents. If in a word form there is no vari-

able component,the sign "+" is inserted at

its place in multitude V.If the stress in

the word form changes,the element of the

variable component is/put into correspon-

dence with a number that shows the stresse

vowel number of the word form.

5.Multitude H of auxiliary words (prepo-

sitions,condunctions,particles) that pre-

cede the significant word in the stressed

group. _

4.Mu1titude E of auxiliary words that

stand after'the significant word in the

stressed group.This multitude includes

only particles.

5.Multitude W‘of combinations of auxili-

ary words with significant words,where the

sress is put on the auxiliary word.Each

- element of the multitude W is put into

GOrrespondence with the number of the

stressed vowel.
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For the description of the algorithm of

automatic determination of stressed vowels
we introduce the following designations:
NS - empty word;G(N) - isolated stressed
group.The original text is understood as
an aggregation of words p(1)...p(i)...
P(m).Words are separated by blanks or by
marks of punctuation and blanks.Further
We bring the algorithm metioned above:
1.Assume: L=1, N=1

2.0heck:if L is bigger than m,go to 14
5.Check:if p(L) is an element of H,enter
P(L) into G(N) and go to 4,0therwise go
to 5

4~Check:if p(L),p(L+1) is an element of W,
the number of the stressed vowel is taken
from multitude W and go to 13

5.Check:if p(L) is an element of E,enter
p(L) into G(N). p1:=p(L-1),go to 6.0ther-
Iise check: if p(L+1) is an element of E,
enter p(L), p(L+1) into G(N), L:=L+1,
p1:=p(L), if p(L+1) is not an element of
39 enter p(L) into G(N), p1:=p(L)¢
6.0heck: if p1 is an element of C,go to 12
take number of stressed vowel from C.
Otherwise perform: c1:=p(L)
7-Take the last letter of the word 01 from
the right side and add it to the left side
of the word v1.

B.Check: if c1 is an element of C,go to 7
9.0heck: if v1 is an element of Q,where Q
is the sequence of elements of the variable
component corresponding with the permanent
component c1,go to 7
{0.Find the number of the stressed vowel
in the word p1 as follows: if in the multi-
tude C the number of the sressed vowel,which
is not zero,corresponds with the element c1,then the number of the stressed vowel in theword p1 is found.If the number equals zero,
take the number of the stressed vowel from
the corresponding element of multitude V.11.Compute the number of the stressed vo-wel in group G(N).Add to the number of the

stressed vowel of the word p1 the quantity

of letters in all auxiliary words that
precede the word p1 in the stressed group
G(N)

12.Compute: N:=N+1

15.Compute: L:=L+1 .Go to 2
14.End

After the automatic distributionof stres-
ses in the original text has been accom-
plished§the automatic transcription of th
this text is performed. The primary data
for the algorithm of automatic transcrip—
tion are:

1.Number of stressed vowel in the word.
2.Alphabet A of Russian letters and cor-
reSPOnding digital codes.The letters are
coded in such a way that operations of
substitution of symbols can be performed
as arithmetical operations.
5.Alphabet T of transcriptional letters
and corresponding digital codes.
4.Multitude S,containing words that form
deviations from the rules of transcrip-
tion,numerals in the form of numbers,spe-
cial signs and symbols.Each word of this
multitude is put into correspondence with
its transcribed word.
5.Function F(a)=t.that transforms words
written in letters of the alphabet A_int°
transcribed words in letters of the alpha
bet T. Further we bring the algorithm 0f
rapid transcription:
1.From the original text a word is sepa-
rated.If there remain no more words.go
over to position 6..
2.If the separated word belongs to multi-
tude S,it is replaced by the correspondiBS
transcribed word and we go over to 1.
3.Each letter of the separated word is ,
substituted by the digital code that cor-
responds with the letters of alphabet A~
The stressed vowel of this word is re-
placed by the corresponding digitalcode

and after it we add the digital code 100'
Now we designate the digital code of the
replaced letter or the digital code of the
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replaced letter and the code determining
the character of the stressed vowel with
a(i),where i represents the sequence num-
ber of the letter in the given word.
4-In the coded word a(1)... a(i)...a(n)
we replace aCi) or the aggregation a(i)
in accordance with the value of function
F,that is specified in the table for the'
code,or the aggregation of codes of the
transcription alphabet,designating them
by t(J),where 3 represents the sequence
number of the letter in the transcribed
word.

5.1m the succession t(1)...t(3)..t(m) we
replace t(3) by the corresponding letter
0f the alphabet T,regarding the character
Of the sressed vowel. ‘
6.End.

The described algorithm allows to per-
form the transcription of any Russian
text at random according to the rules of
Russian phonetics. '
The most important word in a syntagm or
phrase,the stressed one, tends to occupy
a place in the end,that is why the defini-
tion of the syntagmatic stress is mainlyaccomplished with an algorithm of deri-
vation of syntagms in the original text.
The algorithms developed for the deriva—
tion of syntagms and the definition of
Prosodic features are founded on the mor-
Phological,syntactical and semantic analy-
Sis of the text.Thé system of compilation
Synthesis of speech includes moduli of de-
riVation of segments,estimationof main
tone frequency and also a modulus for
adaptive connection of segments and means
0f developing,storing and reflection of
Obtained information about the speech sig—
nal.
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